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$340,000 Badger 5 Produces Two Winners
Winning Tickets Sold in Milwaukee and Washington County

Two lucky players matched all five numbers in the Badger 5 drawing on Friday, September 25 to split the night's
$340,000 jackpot. Friday's winning Badger 5 numbers were 9, 13, 15, 17 and 18.
The lucky winners purchased their tickets at:
• Sentry – 7101 West Lisbon Avenue in Milwaukee (Milwaukee County)
• Piggly Wiggly – W194 N16774 Eagle Drive in Jackson (Washington County)
Winners at all prize levels have 180 days from the drawing to claim their prizes by mail or in person at the Lottery’s
Madison or Milwaukee offices.
Badger 5 is a daily lotto game available only in Wisconsin. The jackpot is estimated at $46,000 for tonight's drawing.

NEW LIGHTNING FEATURE IN SEPTEMBER

During the month of September, some lucky Badger 5 plays will be struck by Lightning. Every one in three plays
statewide will have an additional number printed on the ticket in addition to the usual five numbers. That number is
called the "Lightning Ball" and, when it strikes, you can use it to match the winning numbers.
Win by matching at least two of your numbers to the numbers drawn, or by matching just one of your numbers and the
Lightning Ball. The Lightning Ball cannot be used to win the jackpot. Players who match four of their five numbers and
the Lightning Ball win $50.

HOW TO PLAY

1. Each play costs $1 and you can choose five different numbers from 1–31.
2. The jackpot starts at $10,000 and grows until there is a winner.
3. Tickets must be purchased by 9:00 p.m. to be included in the daily drawing.

The odds of winning the Badger 5 jackpot are 1:169,911
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